Bland-Altman-Plots comparing ICA sizes obtained by methods 6 vs 7a (A, top row), 7a vs 7b (A, middle row) and 7a vs 8a (A, bottom row). Examples in A represent analysis of the ischemic OCTA image (left column) and the non-ischemic OCTA image (right column), that were shown in figure 5. Note that size comparison of ICAs was performed separately for each pixel location, i.e., each data point represents one pixel, which is part of an ICA detected by the two methods. In particular, this was done pixel-by-pixel instead of ICA-by-ICA, since an ICA detected by one method can overlay with multiple ICA detected with the other method. Boxplots display means of differences of log ICA size (B). Comparing methods 6 to 7a, 7b, and 7c confirmed that ICA sizes are detected overproportionally larger by method 6. Furthermore, ICAs are detected as being larger with the mean-ofvectors and longest-vector method compared to the method with shortest-distance threshold>2, which seems to be vice versa for small ICAs. Regarding methods 7a vs 8a, 7b vs 8b, and 7c vs 8c, separate comparison of ICA sizes in the nasal third (orange) and the temporal third (violet) of the OCTA confirmed that the detection of non-vascular area increases in the nasal part of the OCTA image but decreases temporal to the macula when employing the local distance threshold.
